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ABSTRACT
In this paper, LSTM-based neural network is applied to indoor lo-
calization using mobile BLE tag’s signal strength collected by mul-
tiple scanners. Stability of signal strength is a critical factor of
wireless indoor localization for higher accuracy. While traditional
methods like trilateration and fingerprinting suffer from noise and
packet loss, deep learning based methods perform well. We focus
on large-scale exhibitionwherewireless signal gets unstable due to
many people. Proposed neural network consists of fully connected
layers for noise removal and LSTM layers for time-series feature
extraction. The network takes the time-series of signal strength
as input and outputs the estimated location. In the evaluation, the
number of layers is changed to find the optimal structure. As a
result, the best configuration achieved the error of 2.44m at 75 per-
centile for the data of a large-scale exhibition in Tokyo.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Location based services; •Comput-
ing methodologies → Supervised learning by regression.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Participants’ activities at an exhibition event such as moving path
or duration of stay at a booth are useful for the organizer to decide
booth arrangement and for exhibitors to select what to display. To
collect this information, we need participants’ location. Because
GPS signal is weak indoors, many indoor localization methods are
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Figure 1: Network structure.

proposed.We focus on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) based localiza-
tion. We use mobile BLE tag with fixed scanner so that we can lo-
cate participants by providing BLE tags at the exhibition entrance.

In this paper, we propose LSTM-based BLE localization to mit-
igate the effect of noise and packet loss. BLE signal gets unstable
due to many people and mobile devices in a large-scale exhibition
event. While existing methods like trilateration and fingerprint-
ing suffer from signal instability, deep learning based methods are
reported to achieve higher accuracy. In Wi-Fi based localization,
WiDeep[1] uses stacked denoising autoencoder and estimates the
location based on the similarity of query signal strength and de-
noised signal strength. Xiao et al.[2] proposed BLE localization
which uses kNN and denoising autoencoder.

Proposed neural network takes time-series of signal strength
and outputs estimated location because combining deep learning
and an existing method needs complex parameter tuning for both
methods. To decide the optimal structure, we evaluate estimation
accuracy by changing the number of layers.

2 NEURAL NETWORK COMPOSITION
The neural network consists of FC units (fully connected, ReLU,
dropout layers), and LSTM layers. FC units are expected to correct
signal strength by removing noise or interpolating missing signal
strength. Basic structure is shown in Fig.1. The number of FC units
and LSTMs can be changed to find the optimal structure. Input
R(t1,t2) is the matrix of signal strength defined by (1), where r tn
is the signal strength captured by scanner n at time t and N is
the number of scanners. Output is the estimated location P̂ t2 =
(x̂t2 , ŷt2 ) at time t2.

R(t1,t2) =

����������
r t11 r t12 · · · r t1N
r t1+11 r t1+12 · · · r t1+1N
...

. . .

r t21 r t22 · · · r t2N

���������� (1)
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Figure 2: Target area and scanners’ location.

Loss function is configured as (2). P t−1 and P t are the ground
truth locations. PD and P̂D are the distances of two locations de-
fined as (3) and (4). wm , wc , and wr are the weights for each loss
component. f1, f2, and f3 are the funtions which calculates mean
squared error, cosine similarity, and ReLU, respectively.

L(P̂ t , P t−1, P t )
= wm f1(P̂ t , P t )
+wc (1 − f2(P t − P t−1, P̂ t − P t−1))PD
+wr f3(P̂D − PD) (2)

PD = Distance(P t , P t−1) (3)

P̂D = Distance(P̂ t , P t−1) (4)

First term is the distance between ground truth and estimated
location. Second term is related to direction error weighted by dis-
tance between two locations of ground truth at t − 1 and t . Third
term only works when estimation goes too far from ground truth.

3 EVALUATION
To find optimal structure, estimation accuraries are evaluated for
10 patterns of network configurations. Target environment is G-
EXPO 2016 exhibition held in Miraikan Museum in Tokyo. Target
area and the locations of scanners are shown in Fig.2.

The amount of training data using GEXPO experiment is in-
sufficient for better result, we use simulated data for training the
network. Training uses 160,000 simulated data for 200 epochs and
78,000 GEXPO data (from 20 subjects) for additional 100 epochs.
Testing uses GEXPO data not used in the training.

Estimation results based on error distance at cumulative proba-
bility of 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 are shown in Table1. 1 FC unit and 1 LSTM
configuration marked the best at all cumulative probability. Expect
that 0 FC unit or 4 FC units with 1 LSTM do not perform well, es-
timation accuracy does not change when using more layers. As a
result, the configuration of 1 FC unit and 1 LSTM is better because
of higher accuracy with simple structure.

Qualitative result are shown in Fig.3. From Fig.3b which corre-
sponds to the worst configuration, estimation on the left half of
the area is unsuccessful. Fig.3a corresponds to the best condition,
however, the convergence of the estimated points onto the ground
truth is not enough.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed LSTM-based BLE localization which
takes signal strength as input and outputs estimated location. The

Table 1: Error at cumulative probability of 0.5, 0.75, 0.9

FC units LSTM Error at cum. prob.[m]
p=0.5 p=0.75 p=0.9

0

1

2.19 3.83 6.15
1 1.30 2.44 4.26
2 1.80 2.88 4.94
3 1.60 3.07 4.39
4 2.36 4.59 10.1

0

2

1.87 3.37 5.70
1 1.48 2.97 5.70
2 1.66 2.93 4.62
3 1.51 2.85 4.95
4 1.56 3.02 4.83

(a) Good: 1 FC unit, 1 LSTM.

(b) Bad: 4 FC units, 1 LSTM.

Figure 3: Qualitative results.

neural network consists of fully connected layers for signal strength
correction and LSTM layers for time-series feature extraction. To
find out the optimal structure, estimation accuracies of 10 config-
urations are evaluated. As a result, 1 FC unit with 1 LSTM is the
best configuration with 2.44m error at cumulative probability of
0.75. Because estimated points have large variance, further modi-
fication of the neural network is needed for better convergence of
them onto the ground truth.
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